P .O. Box 806, French Camp CA 95231-0806
( 877 ) - 435-1940 Voice Mail ( 209 ) - 461-6017

January 06, 2003

Subject: Letter of Recommendation for Mr. Jeff Oliver, Mobil DJ
To Whom It May Concern :
The purpose of this is to provide a recommendation for Mr. Jeff Oliver, Mobile DJ, whom I have known
since 1998. Ifirst met Jeff at a Wedding Reception in the Stockton California area . I was immediately
impressed with his Professional demeanor and talents .
A DJ's responsibilities include many things to keep an event running and on time, not withstanding the fact
that the DJ must work with multiple personalities, in what at times is a very high stress situation . He must
please the Bride, the parents of the Bride, the people that run the reception site, work with the caterer, the
photographer, the videographer and the service staff He must keep the invited guests entertained and
make the event happen.
I have worked in the field of Wedding Photography for the past 20 years, attended many events, over 400,
and have had the opportunity to work with many DJ's . Not many of these DJ's ever stand out in my mind
as being better than the other with the exception of a selected few and Mr . Jeff Oliver is one of those
selectedfew. He is one of only a handful that I personally would recommend to a Bride and Groom .
As a DJ, Jeff Oliver is a standout. He is Professional in all that he does, he is considerate, he has the
ability to see and understand the needs of the Bride and Wedding Party and her guests . He is a great
direct communicator and knows how to work an event for the satisfaction of all parties involved And one
of the things about Jeff Oliver is the fact that he likes to have fun too . He mixes and mingles with the guests
on the dance foor, teaches them dancing and how to have fun . He coordinates with the photographer and
makes my job easy . He is respectful of my needs, the needs of the service staff and other professional
involved in the event. He will start the event on time and end the event on time . He is as his web site says,
"An Awesome DJ" . 1 would not hesitate to recommend Jeff Oliver to anyone looking to hire a DJ .
Sincerely,

Jim Johnson/ Professional Wedding/Event Photographer

